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A study by Tsiairis and Aulehla (2016), published in Cell, reveals that randomized mixtures of dissociated
presomitic mesoderm (PSM) cells reestablish wave-like propagating patterns of oscillatory gene expression
by tuning the oscillation dynamics in response to surrounding cells. Thus, PSM cells self-organize the phase-
coupled oscillators.How populations of cells generate or-
dered patterns in developing embryos re-
mains amajor question for developmental
biologists. A recent report in Cell by Tsiai-
ris and Aulehla (2016) addressed this
issue using the presomitic mesoderm
(PSM) as a model system. PSM cells are
the precursors of somites, which give
rise to segmental structures such as
vertebrae, ribs, and skeletal muscles.
The PSM grows posteriorly, while its
anterior end regions are periodically
segmented, thereby sequentially adding
a bilateral pair of somites. In the PSM,
the gene expression of the Notch, Fgf,
and Wnt signaling pathways oscillate,
propagating from the posterior to the
anterior regions like waves (Figure 1A),
and each cycle of these waves leads to
the formation of a pair of somites (Pour-
quie´, 2011). Such wave-like patterns of
gene expression are made by synchro-
nized oscillations between neighboring
PSM cells and by the slowing down and
phase-shifting in the anterior compared
to the posterior PSM regions.
How such a complicated oscillatory
system is organized is not well under-
stood, but Tsiairis and Aulehla (2016)
find that no external guidance is required,
as long as the PSM cells are aggregated.
This study further extended the previous
two-dimensional culturing of PSM cells
carrying a Notch signaling reporter,
LuVeLu, which allowed imaging of the
cyclic expression of Lunatic fringe (Lfng)
(Lauschke et al., 2013). The authors
completely dissociated PSM cells derived
from several embryos carrying LuVeLu,
thereby destroying the preexisting or-
dered structures, and simply mixed these358 Developmental Cell 36, February 22, 201cells to form cell aggregates (Figure 1A).
Surprisingly, several foci appeared in the
cell aggregate cultures, and each focus
exhibited in-phase synchronized oscilla-
tions, which then propagated like waves
from the center toward the periphery
(Figure 1A, emergent PSM structures
[ePSM]). These results suggested that
the cell aggregates self-formed the cen-
tral-peripheral axis, similar to the poste-
rior-anterior axis in the PSM. Indeed, the
expression of the posterior markers bra-
chyury and nuclear b-catenin peaked in
the center of the foci, while Mesp2, a
key regulator of somite formation in the
anterior PSM, was expressed in the pe-
riphery. This central-peripheral axis for-
mation seemed to depend on cell sorting,
as cells derived from the posterior PSM
became enriched at the center, while
those from the anterior PSM became en-
riched at the periphery (Figure 1A). How-
ever, such cell sorting is not essential for
the axis formation, because aggregates
consisting of only posterior PSM cells
could still generate similar patterns. These
results indicate that PSM cells are able to
self-organize PSM-like tissues that exhibit
synchronized oscillations. Interestingly,
the initial synchronized oscillations in
the aggregates were established within
56 hr, which is equivalent to two or three
cycles, because the period of oscillation
is approximately 2.5 hr. This indicates
that self-organization occurs very rapidly,
compared to zebrafish PSM, in which re-
covery from de-synchronization induced
by the Notch inhibitor DAPT takes
about ten oscillation periods after DAPT
washout (Riedel-Kruse et al., 2007).
Active cell sorting in cell aggregates may6 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.enhance synchronization, as proposed
by mathematical modeling (Uriu et al.,
2010).
Another important finding is that PSM
cells retain phase memory even after
dissociation. Aggregates of cells at a
peak phase and those at a trough phase
exhibited anti-phase (p-shifted) oscilla-
tions between each other when cultured
separately, indicating that the initial phase
difference is maintained during culturing
(Figure 1B, top). Nevertheless, the oscilla-
tion phase and frequency can be modu-
lated by surrounding cells. Posterior cells
oscillate rapidly while anterior cells oscil-
late slowly, but upon mixing of both cell
types, the posterior cells (faster oscilla-
tors) oscillate more slowly, while the ante-
rior cells (slower oscillators) oscillate
faster. As a result, these mixtures of cells
become globally coupled, oscillating with
the average period of the input popula-
tions (Figure 1B, bottom). These data
seem to preclude the presence of pace-
maker cells, which could lead to faster
oscillations, because such pacemaker
cells should be present in the posterior
PSM, the origin of the oscillation waves.
This phenomenon is similar to global
coupling proposed in the Kuramoto
model, although PSM cells interact with
each other only locally, not globally.
Collectively, Tsiairis and Aulehla (2016)
found that PSM cells self-organize to re-
establish wave-like patterns of oscillatory
gene expression by tuning the oscillation
dynamics in response to surrounding
cells. These data showed that PSM cells
acted as collective synchronized oscilla-
tors, but the mechanisms of how fre-
quency gradient and phase coupling are
Figure 1. Self-Organization of Synchronized Oscillators
(A) Self-organization of emergent presomitic mesoderm (PSM) structures (ePSM) exhibiting synchronized
oscillations. (Top left) The PSM exhibits oscillatory gene expression, propagating from the posterior to the
anterior regions like waves. (Top right) In the ePSM, gene expression oscillates and propagates like waves
from the center toward the periphery. (Bottom) In the aggregates of dissociated PSM cells, cell sorting
occurs. Posterior cells (red) become enriched at the center, while anterior cells (green) become enriched at
the periphery, thereby forming the ePSM.
(B) Phase and frequency of aggregated PSM cells. (Top) Aggregates of cells at a peak phase and those at
a trough phase exhibit anti-phase (p-shifted) oscillations between each other when cultured separately.
(Bottom) Aggregates of cells are globally coupled, oscillating with the average period of the input
populations.
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Previewsautonomously induced are yet to be eluci-
dated. The ePSM method provides a
tool to examine such mechanisms. For
example, it is believed that Fgf and Wnt
gradients (high in the posterior and low
in the anterior regions) are involved in fre-
quency gradients, and at least the Wnt
gradient is autonomously formed in
ePSM (high nuclear b-catenin in the cen-ter). The involvement of these gradients
can be tested by culturing the anterior
PSM cells in the presence of higher levels
of Fgf and Wnt to determine whether
their oscillations are accelerated. For the
phase-coupling analyses, chimeric mice
were previously produced from wild-type
and Lfng null eight-cell embryos (Okubo
et al., 2012), but the ePSM method couldDevelopmental Cell 36,allow a similar analysis more easily and
precisely. Tsiairis and Aulehla (2016) also
showed that DAPT inhibited synchroniza-
tion, although individual cells remained
oscillatory, as observed in zebrafish em-
bryos deficient for Notch signaling genes
(Jiang et al., 2000; Delaune et al., 2012).
It was previously shown that the Notch
signaling modulator gene Lfng is required
for synchronization in the mouse PSM
(Niwa et al., 2011; Okubo et al., 2012).
Furthermore, recent data suggest that
oscillatory expression of the Notch ligand
Delta-like1 (Dll1) is essential for coupled
oscillations (Shimojo et al., 2016). In the
future, therefore, it will be important
to determine whether Dll1 and Lfng
oscillations are sufficient to convey oscil-
lation information to neighboring cells
and thereby induce synchronization.
For such analyses, manipulation of oscil-
lation dynamics, for example, by using
the ePSM system and a recently devel-
oped light-induced oscillation method
(Shimojo et al., 2016) will be useful to un-
derstand the phase-coupling mechanism.REFERENCES
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